On the Gods

The Firstborn and Secondborn kin of the Primals are
collectively referred to as gods. Where the Primals are
singular beings who will themselves into existence, gods
are nuanced, consistent, and born from progenitors. In
contrast to the handful of Primals in existence, there are
hundreds of Firstborn and thousands of Secondborn.
Gods who fought loyally against the Primals during the
war retreated with Ialdabea to the Golden City, where
they now spend most of their time. Gods who refrained
from participating in the war or who sided with the
Primals remained in Nevermore.

Firstborn
The Firstborn are the children of the Primals. Firstborn
generally inherit the nature of their Primal parents,
but in the intersection of those themes, embody
something new and different. While the Primals were
single-minded and self-absorbed, the Firstborn hold
broader interests and goals and, while certainly largely
narcissistic, yearn for relations with others.
Records of the war indicate that the Firstborn were
mostly united as a host against their Primal progenitors.
Following the sealing of the Evermore, their victory in
the war, and the construction of the Golden City, most
Firstborn retired to the Golden City. The majority of
Firstborn have remained in the Golden City ever since.
Below is an incomplete list of Firstborn, accompanied
by descriptions.

Ialdabea

The Queen of Heaven, Goddess of the Great Seal & the
Golden City
Lineage: Daughter of Orodruin and Koios
Divine Domains: Arcana, Commerce, Forge
Had it not been for the Great Seal, Ialdabea would have
been a bit player in the war between the Firstborn and
the Primals. She was not as well known or well loved as
many other Firstborn, and inspired few adherents to her
name. The Great Seal changed those things. Effectively
putting a stopper on the wellspring of ichor the Primals
relied on to use their divine powers, she created a small
reserve of ichor only she could access. As the Primals
fell one by one, she tapped that reserve to build the
Golden City and was subsequently crowned the Queen
of Heaven for her part in winning the war.
Today, Ialdabea is the central figure in the most
widespread religion in Nevermore, the Church of the
Golden City. The church’s adherents worship Ialdabea
first, Lusephar second, and all other Firstborn after
that. Secondborn who dwell in the Golden City are
seen as demigods and lesser gods blessed by Ialdabea’s

mercy for their virtue. The church is a highly structured
organization with its leadership claiming to be in regular
communion with the goddess.

Lusephar

The Lightbearer, King of the Golden City, God of
Righteousness
Lineage: Son of Tiamat and Orodruin
Divine Domains: Light, Love, War
When the war between the Primals and the Firstborn
first broke out, Lusephar took no side. As it dragged on,
he did everything he could to broker a peace between
the two sides. When his half-sister placed the Great Seal
and the Primals discovered that their fight was now to
the death, he persisted in his diplomatic efforts. It was
only when his mother Tiamat had cornered his half-sister
and lover, Ialdabea, that Lusephar finally struck a blow
against a Primal. His mighty spear tore through Tiamat’s
chest, piercing the earth and binding her to it, where she
now lies in a perpetual cycle of decay and regeneration.
Lusephar is worshipped as a god of noble virtue,
peace, and when necessary, righteous justice. Now
married to his half-sister, Ialdabea, they rule the Golden
City together, though he is perceived to hold less power
in the partnership. Dragons despise Lusephar for his
betrayal of their matron, his own mother, and delight in
opportunities to take out their disdain on his followers.

Lamora

The Crooked Warden, The Golden Hand, God of
Conspiracy and Deceit
Lineage: Son of Tezcatlipoca and an unknown mortal
Divine Domains: Knowledge, Prophecy, Trickery
Stories from the war between the Primals and the
Firstborn make Lamora out to be a rogue agent, aiding
and thwarting both sides in various instances but rarely
inflicting any violence. As a courtesy, and to avoid
whatever mischievous consequences he might levy,
Ialdabea invited Lamora to dwell in the Golden City at
the end of the war. To her relief, he declined. This does
not stop him from occasionally visiting, although rarely
under his own identity.
The majority of thieves guilds in Nevermore recognize
Lamora as their patron, and most serve a double
purpose as cults in service to him. Those that act as both
thieves guild and cult are led by a cleric of Lamora who
sacrifices their own identity, taking on the mantle of the
“Goldenhand”. In addition to typical knavish activities,
Goldenhands often direct their guild-cults to acts of
sabotage and espionage against the Janusian Society.
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Terratertius

The Garden and the Gardener, Goddess of Beasts
and Greenery
Lineage: Daughter of Amorsera & Yggdrasil
Divine Domains: Arcana, Life, Nature
Terratertius was the first Firstborn created by the
Primals and had a unique familial bond with the titans.
Despite whatever personal relationships or affections
she held for the Primals, as the war began to heat up
and the level of destruction caused by the Primals
threatened those elements of Nevermore she fostered
and cared for, she joined the Firstborn in their war.
Since the end of the war and the placing of the Great
Seal, Terratertius has suffered a great ailment. Other
Firstborn note that she seemed slower, aged, and most
alarmingly often talks at length and in detail about
events that have never occurred.
Druids and rangers who do not worship the Primals
often direct their piety towards Terratertius. Even
among Primal-worshippers, Terratertius is sometimes
viewed as a potential ally of the fallen titans. Her
mysterious affliction following the end of the war is seen
by some Primal cultists as evidence of her regret and
misery over having turned on her creators.

Vaalbara

Secondborn
Secondborn is primarily a taxonomic description for the
offspring of the Firstborn but is also used for a variety
of reasons to describe a particularly powerful Thirdborn
or a being of approximate status and unknown origin.
As the Firstborn brought the Secondborn into the world,
it was clear that the spark of magical power inherent
to them based on their Primal parentage would fade
with each successive generation. When the Secondborn
began to have children of their own, the mortal races,
the Thirdborn, were created.
Below is an incomplete list of Secondborn,
accompanied by descriptions.

Camazotz

The Warlord, The Primalborn, God of Violence and War
Lineage: Son of Armorsera, Orodruin & Tiamat
Divine Domains: Knowledge, Nature, War

Gaoler of the Apocalypse Beast
Lineage: Unknown
Divine Domains: Darkness, Death

Vaalbara is unique among the Firstborn, being the
offspring of three Primals, rather than two. From the
moment he was born, Vaalbara fought and laid claim
to whatever he liked. Some myths say Vaalbara himself
started the war between the Primals and the Firstborn,
while others state that he was always looking for a
reason to fight, and the war between the Primals and
Firstborn presented just such an opportunity. When the
collective host of Firstborn chose Ialdabea to be their
ruler, Vaalbara challenged her to combat for the title.
With the help of her half-brother and husband, Lusephar,
she bested Vaalbara, who has spent the millenia since
skulking in the distant corners of the Golden City and
occasionally returning to Nevermore to incite wars.
Saurians believe Vaalbara is their common ancestor
with the Tyrannos tracing their right to rulership back
to him. Vaalbara is often worshipped by Saurians,
soldiers, and nomadic raiding cultures that emphasize
his personal strength and resolve. As part of their daily
prayers to him, champions and clerics of Vaalbara plead
with their god to make all of Nevermore his empire.

With a history lost to time, no Thirdborn knows if
Camazotz is truly a Secondborn or something far
stranger. It is said that the Firstborn nearly won the war
when they completed the creation of the Apocalypse
Beast and turned it against their progeny. A promising
soldier with a voracious appetite noticed that the
Apocalypse Beast’s wounds closed and flesh knit
quickly. While Firstborn and Secondborn swarmed
the Apocalypse Beast, Camazotz, the promising soldier,
was commanded to eat its flesh. Somewhere in the
Land of the Red Earth, buried deep beneath the earth
and aftermath of myriad wars between the mortal races,
there is a hollow. In that hollow, were someone unlucky
enough to uncover it, they would find the Apocalypse
Beast, constantly on the verge of death yet never dying;
and next to him, Camazotz, forever gorging himself on
the new flesh and gore generated by the Beast.

Varuna

Lord of the Deep and the Far, God of Sea and Sky
Lineage: Child of Koios and Tezcatlipoca
Divine Domains: Darkness, Knowledge, Tempest
King of Giants, Lord of the Deep and the Far, Varuna
has many titles and an ego to match them. He is a
warden, scouring the heights of the sky and the depths
of the sea for gates to other planes that should not
or cannot exist. In appearance, he always stands half
again as tall as the tallest person in view and his skin
varies from light blue to midnight black. When the war
between the Primals and Firstborn broke out, Varuna
was quick to join the fight. During the war, a rivalry
started between Varuna and Vaalbara that continues to
this day. While Varuna might otherwise be jealous of the
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power consolidated by Ialdabea and her king, Lusephar,
this rivalry with Vaalbara spurred him to become an
enthusiastic supporter of their dynasty.
Although he owns a palatial estate in the Golden City,
Varuna tends to spend his time traveling the far corners
of Nevermore. Rangers and paladins particularly
concerned with ridding the material plane of extraplanar
interference worship Varuna. He has long abandoned
his responsibilities as king of the giants, a sign of his
displeasure with their behavior during the war and after.

El-ahrairah

Goddess of the Moon
Lineage: Daughter of Lamora and Ialdabea (who was
deceived)
Divine Domains: Gates, Grave

El-ahrairah was once floating in the darkness of the
night sky, peering into the distance at her grandfather,
Tezcatlipoca. His hunger was evident by the cracks
he made in the night sky, attempting to bring about a
terrible end to Nevermore, where all worlds that exist
or could exist inhabited the same location. El-ahrairah
ran from one corner of the sky to the next, repairing
cracks, until the day the moon appeared in the night sky.
She made it her home, befriended the people there, and
trained them to help her seal away the many worlds that
Tezcatlipoca hoped would bring about the end of time.

Glashan

Tarasaemu

Glashan has a reputation for mischief that comes close to
rivalling that of Lamora. When Glashan is not pursuing
a whirlwind romance that will inevitably end in a broken
heart (not his, of course) or living to excess on one of
his parent’s estates in the Golden City, he is harassing
sailors with storms and turbulent waters. For this reason,
it is considered unlucky to sail without having a woman
aboard, the prettier the better, and especially lucky to
have a beautiful woman as the captain. Glashan stays the
worst of his mischief for all male crews and occasionally
even offers direct aid to captains he favors. He is known
to be the father of the sea elves.

Tarasaemu is one of the youngest Secondborn living
in the Golden City, having been born only after the
construction of the city and Ialdabea’s coronation. When
the gods assembled to offer gifts to the newborn and
heir to the throne of the Golden City, Varuna, wishing
to outdo all others, gave the infant possession of the
Sun. The light blinded her instantly. Varuna dotes on
the demigod regularly. At first it was out of guilt for his
thoughtless gift, but some now believe he is attempting
to court her.

God of the Sea
Lineage: Son of Terratertius and Varuna
Divine Domains: Love, Tempest

Hekate

Goddess of Magic
Lineage: Daughter of Lamora and Lusephar (who was
deceived)
Divine Domains: Arcana, Knowledge

As a child of Lamora, Hekate is not welcome in the
Golden City. Instead, Hekate travels Nevermore in her
hut which walks on chicken legs and floats even in the
most turbulent waters. She is worshipped as a patron
of hedge wizards and arcane spellcasters, but hates the
Janusian Society. As she travels, she trains up regional
mystery cults of magical knowledge and indoctrinates
them against the Janusian Society. These regional cults
often have positive and even coordinated relationships
with the thieves guilds and cults of Lamora found in
every seat of the Janusian Society.

_

Heir to the Throne, Goddess of the Sun
Lineage: Daughter of Ialdabea and Lusephar
Divine Domains: Light, Forge

Trismegistus

God of Magic
Lineage: Son of Ialdabea and Lusephar
Divine Domains: Arcana, Death

Trismegistus, a bastard child of Ialdabea and Lusephar,
has been missing for centuries. A god of magic and
war, he used his arcane and martial talents to fight
for the Firstborn in the war. Long after the war ended,
he taught mortal wizards the basics of magic. One of
his pupils, Janus, believed Trismegistus was hoarding
the most powerful magics so that the Thirdborn
would remain dependent on the Golden City for good
fortune and safe lives. To this day, the ultimate fate
of Trismegistus is unknown, but given the rise of
the Janusian Society and Trismegistus’ more recent
association with death, few believe he is still alive.

_

Manat & Zurvan

Goddess of Madness
Lineage: Daughter of Terratertius and Lusephar
Divine Domains: Madness, Prophecy
Born under the given name, Zarnā, this Secondborn
was always odd, possessed by a greater version of the
madness that would later afflict her mother. Abandoned
by both her parents, Terratertius out of fear for what
she saw in the child and Lusephar as he was more
interested in pursuing his half-sister Ialdabea than
caring for his child, she eventually fell into the care of
Lamora. After the Great Seal was placed, Zarnā stopped
responding to that name and instead only responded
to Manāt or Zurvān. As Manāt, she claims to see the
history of this world and all the worlds that preceded
it. As Zurvān, she issues prophecies about the future
of Nevermore, it’s unavoidable destruction, and it’s
inevitable rebirth.

Sirafil

God of Music
Lineage: Creation of Ialdabea and Lusephar
Divine Domains: Prophecy, War
Sirafil was lovingly sculpted out of pure brass by
Ialdabea and came to life when Lusephar tore a rib from
his own body and gave it to Sirafil to use as a horn. It
is said that the sun rose and set over 30 times while
the newly animated Sirafil played a magnificent song
on its horn. When Sirafil stopped, it was given a holy
purpose by the Queen of Heaven - to be the eyes and
ears of Heaven and to rouse the Apocalypse Beast from
its catatonia should the Firstborn ever be cast from the
Golden City.
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